Radu Cinamar
Eventually, you will categorically discover a additional experience and achievement by spending more cash. yet when? realize you put up with that
you require to get those all needs subsequent to having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more on the globe, experience, some places, when history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your utterly own era to put on an act reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could enjoy now is radu cinamar below.

Pyramids of Montauk- Preston B. Nichols 1995-01-01
During WWII there was an attempt to achieve invisibility called the
Philadelphia Experiment. Afterward occurred the now famous time travel
experiments named after the underground base at Montauk Point on
Long Island. Now this third book in the Montauk series summarises the
events of the first two books and then takes the reader on an even more
spectacular journey. The discovery of ancient pyramids at Montauk leads
to a connection with Ancient Egypt and its position as a gateway to other
dimensions. Like a psychic detective story beyond the occult, venture
into an unprecedented investigation of the mystery schools of the earth
and their connection to Egypt, Atlantis, Mars and the star Sirius.
Chapters on new psychotronic weapons, the history of Mars, the strange
death of Ian Fleming in connection with the Philadelphia Experiment,
underground at the Montauk Base.
The Fertile Earth - Viktor Schauberger 2000
This, the third volume in the eco-technology series, contains
Scahuberger's writings on trees, biodynamic agriculture and subtle
energies in nature. It answers questions like why are so many species of
plants and animal disappearing?
Beyond the Light Barrier - Elizabeth Klarer 2009-06-06
Beyond the Light Barrier is the autobiographical story of Elizabeth
Klarer, a South African woman and Akon, an astrophysicist from Meton,
a planet of Proxima Centuri that, at a distance of about 4.3 light years, is
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our nearest stellar neighbor. Elizabeth was taken in his spaceship to
Meton, where she lived with him and his family for four months and
where she bore his child. Her life on Meton is fascinatingly described.
Akon brought Elizabeth back to Earth after the birth of their son, and
continued to visit her thereafter. Akon explained how his spaceship's
light-propulsion technology operated, and how it allowed him and his
people to travel across vast interstellar distances. This technology is
explained in detail in the book. Elizabeth was given a standing ovation at
the 11th International Congress of UFO Research Groups at Weisbaden
in 1975, and her speech as guest of honor was applauded by scientists of
twenty-two nations. Light Technology Publishing is proud to bring you
the long-awaited American edition in both hard copy and electronic
format of Beyond the Light Barrier, which was first published in English
in 1980
Genesis Revisited - Zecharia Sitchin 2002-03-01
• Was Adam the first test-tube baby? • Did nuclear fission destroy Sodom
and Gomorrah? • How were the ancients able to accurately describe
details about our solar system that are only now being revealed by deep
space probes? The awesome answers are all here, in this important
companion volume to The Earth Chronicles series. Having presented
evidence of an additional planet as well as voluminous information about
the other planets in our solar system, Zecharia Sitchin now shows how
the discoveries of modern astrophysics, astronomy, and genetics exactly
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parallel what has already been revealed in ancient texts regarding the
"mysteries" of alchemy and the creation of life. Genesis Revisited is a
mind-boggling revelation sure to overturn current theories about the
origins of humankind and the solar system.
The Dragon Legacy - Nicholas de Vere 2004
A collection of essays on the Deresthai culture with accompanying
extracts from the Dragon Court archives comprising the official history of
the Dragon peoples.
Collected Works of the Wingmakers - James Mahu 2013-06-06
Collected Works of the WingMakers - Volumes I & II (CWW) is the
definitive collection of all the writings over a twelve year span (1998 to
2010) by James Mahu-the visionary creator behind the several websites,
books, booklets, music, art, poetry and metaphysical papers. This
beautiful and comprehensive volume contains insightful introductions
and commentary by Editor, John Berges that provide context for the
diverse body of material that James has made available. Considered by
many within the enlightenment community to be one of the most esoteric
collections of spiritual information on the planet, CWW is made easier to
understand by Mr. Berges' expert explanations. CWW includes the
popular, "Ancient Arrow Project" novel, paintings, poetry, e-books,
glossary and techniques for working with the materials. It is what many
WingMakers' students have wanted for many years-one book you can
study, mark-up, and research. It truly belongs on the bookshelves of any
serious student of the spiritual works.
THE SEEDERS - Elena Danaan 2022-09-21
The Seeders is a must-read book that is full of shock and awe moments
that awakens the reader to the true extent of our suppressed history and
the incredible future that lies before us as a fully liberated species
destined to take our rightful place in the galactic community -Michael
Salla, Ph.D. This looks like a book, but in truth its an historical document.
It takes Humanity on an incredible journey from the beginning of
advanced soul groups wondering the universe looking for a cause to the
liberation and acknowledging of a humanity blessed and suppressed
throughout the ages. It will be difficult to put this book down. -Alex
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Collier, Andromedan Contactee. Extraterrestrial Contactee,
Archaeologist, Druid, Shaman and Best-Selling Author Elena Danaan
takes us on a journey to meet the Intergalactic Confederation, the
legendary Pa-Taal and the mysterious Nine, troughout an epic quest for
the true history of humans of Terra.
Inside the Earth - Radu Cinamar 2019-01-08
In this exhilarating description of mysteries inside the Earth, Radu
Cinamar presents a unique way to penetrate the Inner Earth through the
process of feeling and the effects that will develop from such an
experience. To enhance the readers understanding of this very guarded
subject, this book includes multiple illustrations that include depictions
of Inner Earth geography. Familiar characters from the Transylvania
Series also reappear, including the enigmatic Tibetan lama, Repa Sundhi,
also known as Dr Xien, who states: If someone had a device or machine
that could start up and go everywhere they want, especially towards the
centre of the Earth, the machine would be blocked and stop at a certain
point because of the frequency of vibration to be found there. Just how
far you can go with such a machine can be limited by reason of your own
con- sciousness which can in and of itself restrict the dimensional range
of such a device or the extent to which it can penetrate other realms.
This applies to both human beings as well as material objects. Your
ability to access such a region is determined by what your own individual
frequency of con- sciousness can or will allow you to experience. This is
not only the story of an exciting adventure, it is an opportunity for
initiation as you explore the frequencies of your own inner nature.
A New Humanity Is Rising - The Aquarian Team 2021-03-19
We are going through a difficult time presently as we reach the bottom of
the involution curve of human history. According to the great cycles of
humanity’s development, this descent was intended in order to better
know ourselves through matter. These cycles are part of a planetary
evolution design under guidance from time immemorial leading us to
presently live one of these major cycles of our history. Indeed, we are
initiating the evolution phase, the one of rediscovering our essential
divine nature. In this work, we invite you to discover your inner temple,
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to consider alternative medicines, to balance the two eternal principles
within each of you, to use the great four sciences of the Initiates, to
discover how women hold the keys for a new humanity and, finally, to
live your own inner divinity on a daily basis. Already we perceive the
dawn of a new day whereby the sun is rising in the consciousness and
the warmth of the heart is calling for a deeper connection.
The Etheric Crystal
- Radu Cinamar 2020-10
THE ETHERIC CRYSTAL - THE THIRD TUNNEL concludes both a
numerological cycle (cycle 7) and offers the mystery of the last tunnel in
the chamber beneath the (Romanian) sphinx, left unexplored by the
author until 2015. After their expedition, this volume makes a very
interesting turn, directing Radu to spawn special project which attracts a
unique collaboration of characters, both from the underground city of
Apellos but also with the American side. Also, for the first time in almost
14 years, Radu Cinamar offers us some additional conversations and
collaboration with the enigmatic Elinor, the quintessential alchemist,
who becomes deeply involved with the new project. The book also
presents a key piece of information, long debated and considered until
now an unsolved mystery, which refers to the real origin of the Moon.
Everything is explained in chronological detail, following up on the
elements about the origin of man presented in the previous volume,
Forgotten Genesis. THE ETHERIC CRYSTAL is full of fascinating
information that opens the horizons of our knowledge and of our
individual evolution.
Politics and the Environment in Eastern Europe - Eszter Krasznai Kovacs
2021-07-28
Europe remains divided between east and west, with differences caused
and worsened by uneven economic and political development. Amid
these divisions, the environment has become a key battleground. The
condition and sustainability of environmental resources are interlinked
with systems of governance and power, from local to EU levels. Key
challenges in the eastern European region today include increasingly
authoritarian forms of government that threaten the operations and very
existence of civil society groups; the importation of locally-contested
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conservation and environmental programmes that were designed
elsewhere; and a resurgence in cultural nationalism that prescribes and
normalises exclusionary nation-building myths. This volume draws
together essays by early-career academic researchers from across
eastern Europe. Engaging with the critical tools of political ecology, its
contributors provide a hitherto overlooked perspective on the current
fate and reception of ‘environmentalism’ in the region. It asks how
emergent forms of environmentalism have been received, how these
movements and perspectives have redefined landscapes, and what the
subtler effects of new regulatory regimes on communities and
environment-dependent livelihoods have been. Arranged in three
sections, with case studies from Czechia, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland,
Romania and Serbia, this collection develops anthropological views on
the processes and consequences of the politicisation of the environment.
It is valuable reading for human geographers, social and cultural
historians, political ecologists, social movement and government
scholars, political scientists, and specialists on Europe and European
Union politics.
The Forgotten Promise: Rejoining Our Cosmic Family - Sherry Wilde
2013-08-01
A story of lifelong interaction with beings from another world.
NO RETURN - David Booher 2018-08-28
This is the true story of a man named Gerry Irwin. Following a
mysterious experience in Utah in 1959, inexplicable blackouts and
bizarre behavior threatened to derail his promising Army career. Then
one day he suddenly deserted his Army post in Texas and disappeared
without a trace. No one knows what became of him-until now.
Transylvanian Sunrise - Radu Cinamar 2009-05-27
Written by Peter Moon and Radu Cinamar, a highly placed Romanian
intelligence operative, this book heralds the most remarkable
archaeological find in the annals of Mankind. Unbeknownst to most,
there is an ancient sphinx located in the Bucegi Mountains of Romania.
In 2003, the Pentagon discovered, through the use of satellite
technology, an anomaly beneath this ancient sphinx. Through the highest
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levels of Freemasonry, the Pentagon was able to secure an alliance with
the most secret department of the Romanian Intelligence Service which
is known as Department Zero. Together, the Romanians and the
Americans utilised the Pentagon's secret technology to penetrate a
hidden chamber beneath the sphinx which was otherwise inaccessible to
humans. What was discovered eventually was a holographic Hall of
Records left by an advanced civilisation near three mysterious tunnels
leading into the Inner Earth. The book chronicles the discovery of these
modern day artefacts which represent the dawn of a new era for
Mankind. Peter Moon is brought into the fold through his friend, Dr
David Anderson, the mysterious scientist who founded the Time Travel
Research Center on Long Island and also maintains a similar facility in
Romania. Recognising that such satellite technology would had to have
utilised Dr Anderson's proprietary space-time technology for maintaining
satellites in orbit, Peter Moon pursues these matters further and accepts
Dr Anderson's invitation to Romania where he visits the Romanian
Sphinx and learns of a mysterious association between the mysterious
time travel scientist and Radu Cinamar.
The Incunabula Papers: Ong's Hat and Other Gateways to New
Dimensions Version 2.- 0Joseph Matheny 1999-01-01
“…a bizarre Internet phenomenon: an “immersive” online
experience—part mystery, part game, part who knows what—known as
both the Incunabula Papers and Ong’s Hat. The Incunabula Papers/Ong’s
Hat was, or is, a “many-threaded, open-ended interactive narrative” that
”weds an alternate history of chaos science and consciousness studies to
conspiracy theories, parallel dimensions, and claims that computermediated environments can serve as magical tools…. the documents
provoked a widespread “immersive legend-trip” in the late 1990s. Via
Web forums, participants investigated the
documents—manifestos—which spun up descriptions of brilliant but
suppressed discoveries relating to paths that certain scientists had
forged into alternate realities. Soon, those haunted dimensions existed in
the minds and fantasies of Ong’s Hat’s many participants. That was
evident as they responded to the original postings by uploading their
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own—all manner of reflections and artifacts: personal anecdotes, audio
recordings, and videos—to augment what became “a really immersive
world, and it was vast”.
Transylvanian Moonrise - Radu Cinamar 2011
Sequel to Transylvania Sunrise wherein Radu Cinamar meets the Tibetan
lama who orchstrated the discovery of ancient technology under the
Romanian Sphinx
Live the Promise - Bodie McCoy 2007-06-19
Can you recall an instance when you were introduced to somethinganything-that rocked your world, leaving you with a vague but
undeniable certainty that you'd touched into the miraculous? For both
Bodie McCoy and his wife Barbara, that instance came with the
introduction of the Lord's Prayer into their young lives.' Live the Promise
is their book about the relationship of the Lord's Prayer to the world's
major mystical and religious traditions and its magical, mystical, ultralight and yet entirely down-to-earth power to take us to the ultimate seat
of wisdom within. Live the Promise begins with Bodie's heart-centered
story of his own spiritual unfolding. From there, it leads into the creation
of a game that opens people to deeper levels of inner truth by exposing
some of the limitations they've accepted-with a game board Bodie
intuitively created that turned out to embody the star tetrahedron, the
flower of life as well as sacred symbols from many ancient teachings.
And the story continues, with a journey to ancient Mayan temples with
Hunbatz Men... to the heart of sacred geometry with Drunvalo
Melchizedek... to a variety of Eastern spiritual traditions... to holographic
insights about time travel and heredity... to a really expensive cup of
coffee... to a simple exercise that brings it all together and offers your
own experience of the promise embodied in the Lord's Prayer. Live the
Promise is a heady book abundantly laced with heart, written by an
author I know as a man of extraordinary love and gentleness. The whole
point, is "to offer exercises to experientially reveal the promise of the
Lord's Prayer within you." It's a book that will help you uncover in a
meaningful way' ever-deeper levels of the God/Goddess that you are.
Forgotten Genesis- Radu Cinamar 2020-01-15
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Radu Cinamar's sixth book is about his continued liaison with the Inner
Earth civilization Apellos where he views certain key aspects of the
history of Mankind by viewing holographic projections which are
facilitated by a headset he wears featuring advanced technology that is
able to interact with his cerebral cortex and intuition. The result is a
compelling tale of how multiple extraterrestrial civilization influenced
and steered the DNA of Mankind to evolve as well as the accompanying
history which includes a description of ancient civilizations such as
Atlantis, the building of the pyramids, the Egyptian Sphinx, Hyperborea
and other interesting mysteries.
Inside Earth
- Poul Anderson 2016-10-01
In this gripping sci-fi novella from award-winning writer Poul Anderson,
the galaxy has been taken over by a regime known as Valgolia, whose
brutality and ruthlessness is known far and wide. A man named Conru
sacrifices everything to aid the uprising against Valgolia, but when he
penetrates the resistance's upper echelons, he finds himself immersed in
a complex political game.
The Montauk Project - Experiments in Time - Preston B. Nichols
2018-11-14
Personal story of Preston Nichols and how radar was used to manipulate
matter and time itself beginning with the Philadelphia Experiment and
was further developed at Montauk. This edition includes the original text
plus details over two decades worth of investigation leading to the
scientific proof of actual time travel capabilities plus patent.
Chakras: Unlocking the Secrets of Chakra Healing, Kundalini Meditation,
Third Eye Awakening, Astral Projection, and Psychic Dev - Kimberly
Moon 2019-01-23
If you've always wanted to find balance in your body but struggle with
physical ailments you can't overcome, then keep reading... Four
manuscripts in one book: Chakras: Unlocking the Secrets of Healing
Through Chakra Meditation, Mantras, Kundalini Yoga Exercises, and
Reiki, Including Tips for Third Eye Awakening for Beginners and
Balancing the Energy Body Kundalini: The Ultimate Guide to Awakening
Your Chakras Through Kundalini Yoga and Meditation and to
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Experiencing Higher Consciousness, Clairvoyance, Astral Travel, Chakra
Energy, and Psychic Visions Third Eye Awakening: Secrets of Third Eye
Chakra Activation for Higher Consciousness, Spiritual Enlightenment,
Clairvoyance, Astral Projection, Psychic Development, and Observing
Auras and Chakras Astral Projection: Unlocking the Secrets of Astral
Travel and Having a Willful Out-of-Body Experience, Including Tips for
Entering the Astral Plane and Shifting into Higher Consciousness Are
you sick and tired of not being able to improve your physical and
emotional wellbeing? Have you tried endless other solutions, but nothing
seems to work for more than a few weeks? Do you finally want to say
goodbye to feeling lousy and discover something which works for you? If
so, then you've come to the right place. You see, balancing your energy
doesn't have to be difficult. Even if you've tried controlling your stress,
exercising more, giving up caffeine, or any other myriad of solutions. In
fact, it could be easier than you think. A report in the Journal of
Consciousness Exploration & Research demonstrated that a person's
chakras affect their emotional well being. And another study stated that
the heart releases a magnetic field at room temperature. Which means
you can get an emotional and physical balance without giving up
everything you enjoy. Some of the topics covered in part 1 of this book
include: The truth about chakras 7 warnings signs that your chakras are
out of balance 10 benefits of healing your chakras 14 myths about
chakras 50 powerful chakra healing techniques 7 things that can help
your chakra healing process And much, much more Some of the topics
covered in part 2 of this book include: What the kundalini is & where it
comes from What kundalini & shakti energy can do How the chakras are
related to kundalini How to troubleshoot your awakening Common myths
about kundalini dispelled And much, much more! Some of the topics
covered in part 3 of this book include: The concept of the third eye and
the role it can play in your life The mystery of the pineal gland and the
reasons for its calcification Top 21 foods and supplements that can help
you in decalcification of the pineal gland Other ways to decalcify your
pineal gland 4 powerful techniques for awakening your third eye Ways to
prepare yourself for third eye activation and ways to protect yourself 7
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things holding you back from awakening your third eye And much, much
more! Some of the topics covered in part 4 of this book include:
Background information on astral projection, what is the attraction, and
why do people want to have out-of-body experiences Best methods and
techniques, how to perform them, how to jump-start your experience,
real-world information that you can do in your daily life to enhance the
experience, and what to expect during your preparation and journey And
much, much more! And if you have a burning desire to be more
energetically balanced and naturally happier, then scroll up and click
"add to cart"!
Destined for Infinity - Stephen Knapp 2020-08-11
In Destined for Infinity, a curious Westerner and seeker leaves his
humdrum life and embarks on a mystical adventure to the Himalayan
Mountains and is transported to a new and enlightening spiritual
dimension. Hidden deep within the religious practices of India exists
doors that lead to various levels of reality. Few people outside these
mystical circles have been able to access these layers. Adventurous
Roman West probes the deep secrets of East Indian mysticism under the
guidance of a spiritual master he meets in the Himalayas. Roman
witnesses the amazing powers that mystics can achieve and undergoes
some of the most unusual experiences of his life. Under the training of
his spiritual guide, he gradually develops mystical abilities of his own
and attains the sacred vision of the enlightened sages, ultimately
entering the unfathomable realm of "infinity." Roman's peaceful life in
the hills, however, comes to an abrupt end when he is thrust into battle
with powerful, sinister beings from the subtle realm unleashed to kill
both him and his master. His only chance for survival depends on his
ability to arouse the spiritual strengths he has worked to perfect over
many months of study. This takes the turns he least expects, until he is
able to move forward into his future with more confidence than ever.
Stephen Knapp has studied the major Vedic texts of India and practiced
yoga and the Eastern teachings for over forty years. He has traveled
extensively throughout India and has taken over 15,000 photos of the
numerous holy places he has visited. He has authored over a dozen wellradu-cinamar
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received books on Vedic culture and its spiritual philosophy. He
continues to write books, articles, and give lectures at various venues.
More information about him and his projects can be found at:
www.stephen-knapp.com, or at http: //stephenknapp.wordpress.com.
The Eighteen Absent Years of Jesus Christ
- Lloyd Kenyon Jones 2006-08
Where was Jesus between the ages of 12 and 30? The Bible says nothing
of these years or his whereabouts during that time. There are clues,
however, and the author follows some of them in this book, bringing us
to a conclusion which he feels is the most obvious. Because this book is
easy to read it is recommended for young readers as well as old.
Stranger at the Pentagon
- Frank E. Stranges 1967
Mystery of Egypt - Radu Cinamar 2012-03-01
Radu Cinamar is recruited for Deparment Zero and explores the tunnel
from the Bucegi Sphinx chamber to a similar chamber beneath Giza
where a time travel device is found.
The Montauk Book of the Living - Peter Moon 2008-10-10
An anthology of synchronicity by Peter Moon based upon his experiences
of quantum phenomena surrounding Montauk Point. Occult secrets are
discovered which lead to new revelations concerning the Egyptian
pyramids, Mars and the ancient Pharoahs of Montauk. This includes a
new look at the ancient Blue Race and heralds a new time period known
as the Second Coming of the Pharoahs. Heuristic investigation leads to
the true meaning of the apocalypse and exposes the scientific facts
behind the mystical Virgin Birth.
Atlantis Rising Magazine - 89 September/October - 2011
J. Douglas
Kenyon 2011-09-01
In This Issue: Early Rays Jeane Manning Michael Cremo: What Do We
Really Know About Ancient Giants? The Enigma of the Carpathain
Sphinx: Following the Neanderthal Trail in Eastern Europe Mitterrand’s
Monuments: Esoteric Architecture Still Lives Frederic W.H. Myers:
Psychology’s Forgotten Man Roerich and Tibet: Traveling the Road to
Shambhala Legend of the Three Marys: There’s More to the Story than
Dan Brown Told Us Gods of the Runes: Is There Power in Ancient
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Letters? Out-of-Body Experiences Ancient Astronauts or Guiding Spirit?
The Mysterious Origins of Ancient Technology Nuclear Meltdown and
Time Dilation: Did Japan’s Tragedy Modify Space-Time? Atlantis and the
Stars Should the Search Be Directed Upward?
Remote Viewing - Courtney Brown 2005-03
Remote viewing is the mental ability to perceive and describe places,
persons, or events at distant locations in the past, present, and future.
This book describes the science and theory of the remote-viewing
phenomenon. The reality of the remote-viewing phenomenon is not in
dispute among a large body of respected researchers ¿ both inside and
outside of academia ¿ who have published an extensive collection of highquality investigations over the past few decades. But profound mysteries
remain. This volume breaks new ground by resolving some of remoteviewing¿s greatest enigmas. In these pages, new research and new
theories explain why remote viewing works, and why it is scientifically
possible. These investigations utilize remote-viewing methods that are
derivative of those used for decades in well-documented U.S.
government funded psi research sponsored by the Central Intelligence
Agency (C.I.A.) and the Defense Intelligence Agency (D.I.A.). Filled with
descriptions and analyses of highly original experiments, here is an
investigation into the fascinating characteristics of time and physical
reality using remote viewing as a tool of exploration, offering evidence
that the past, present, and future truly exist simultaneously. The idea of
differing future and past time lines is not just science fiction.
The Quest for Lost Ancient Secrets with Robert M. Schoch, Ph.D.
PDF download - atlantisrising.com 2022-08-16
The Quest for Lost Ancient Secrets with Robert M. Schoch, Ph.D. Special
Collector’s Edition presented by The Atlantis Rising Research Group
Explore the planet’s greatest mysteries with the courageous and
renowned geologist who challenged conventional Egyptology with
undeniable evidence of water weathering for the Great Sphinx, proving
that pre-flood civilization existed thousands of years earlier than once
believed. 309 fully indexed pages 21 chapters personally researched and
written by Dr. Schoch (previously published exclusively by Atlantis Rising
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Magazine) 100s of spectacular photographs, personally taken by Dr.
Schoch and his wife Catherine Ulissey, and published here in full-size
HIGH-RESOLUTION for the first time.
—————————————————————————– Chapters include: •
Return to the Great Sphinx of Egypt • Easter Island • The Underground
Cities of Cappadocia • Gunang Padang • India’s Ajanta Caves • Gobekli
Tepe • Nazca • Newgrange • Tiwanaku And many more… Download PDF
309 pages, 8.5 x 11 format Stunning Photography in High-Resolution!
An Audience with God at Mount Kailash
- Davinder Bhasin 2016-02-11
An Audience with God at Mount Kailash: A True Story grounds its
account of the journey of the author, Davinder Bhasin, to the Abode of
Lord Shiva upon personal experience and a summary of insights from
trusted external sources. The narrative begins by exploring a basic
human question that invites all on a quest for truth: Does God exist? An
exploration of Shiva, the Lord of Kailash, follows and then finds its
context in a review of the mountains place in culture and history. With
this background in location, the author reveals the details of the two
audiences God gave to him and his family. Rooted in the experiences of
these pilgrimages, the next sections provide readers with guidance for
planning and making their own journeys to Mount Kailash. In addition, a
brief history of Tibet, the home of Mount Kailash, provides further
resources for appreciating the natural and human history associated with
this sacred mountain. An Audience with God at Mount Kailash: A True
Story will enlighten and inform all who contemplate seeking to
experience an encounter with God. It also provides an intimate portrait
of the spiritual journey of a man and his family, offering their story as a
guide for others as they travel the worlds pathways to seek God for
themselves.
Montauk - Stewart Swerdlow 1998-01-01
Relates the author's experience of alien abduction and government
manipulation as he discovered his role in a time-travel experiment called
the Montauk Project
Synchronicity and the Seventh Seal - Peter Moon 2004-02-01
"A true life adventure where the crossroads of parallel universes meet to
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reveal the core formula of reality. Told against the backdrop of King
Solomon's underground catacombs, this book explores the pathway to
the Unified Field through the principle of synchronicity"--Publisher's Web
site (http://skybooksusa.com/books.pl).
The Secret of Quantum Living - Frank J. Kinslow, Dr. 2012-01-15
For years people have been waiting for a book that merges the abstract
Eastern philosophy of inner peace with the scientific applications of
quantum physics. Well, that book has finally arrived! The Secret of
Quantum Living is a straightforward guide that offers profound spiritual
insights and a practical, easy-to-apply process for healing and
harmonious living. Join Dr. Frank Kinslow on a journey to deep inner
peace through what quantum physics calls the "implicate order." Within
the pages of this powerful book, you will learn Dr. Kinslow's process of
Quantum Entrainment® (QE) and discover how to enrich and enliven all
areas of your life. You'll be able to resolve problems or challenges you
face by applying QE to your finances, your relationships, your sex life . . .
and even your eating, sleeping, and exercising habits. You will also
uncover ways to dissolve anger issues, negative thinking, physical pain,
and emotional discord. And the great news is that anyone can practice
QE! It doesn't require previous training, and it's so simple that a child
can do it. The Secret of Quantum Living is fun to read and exciting to
apply. You'll begin seeing results from your very first session. Give it a
try . . . you'll be surprised how quickly the process works for you!
The White Bat - Peter Moon 2014-05-01
Peter Moon's prophetic dream of a white bat in Transylvania comes true
as he pursues the mysteries laid out by Radu Cinamar in the
Transylvania Series of books.
The Roswell Deception and the Demystification of World War II - Douglas
Dietrich 2021-04-28
The Roswell Crash has had a massive hypnotic effect on the collective
psyche of Mankind ever since the U.S. Army issued a press release that a
flying disc crashed in the New Mexican desert in July of 1947. Retracting
their statement a day later, they have since orchestrated a massive
psychological operation against the public to hide a long history of war
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crimes involving some of the most iconic of American heroes. At the core
of this operation is the Government's most guarded secret of World War
II: the Japanese Emperor's direct role in prosecuting the war. Horrified
upon learning of a published agenda to destroy the Yellow Race, a young
Hirohito fervently studied to become a preeminent Doctor of Marine
Biology in order to create biocidal weapons of mass destruction and so
defend his Empire. After successfully testing his genocidal weapons in
the Chinese war, they were delivered to the Americans three days after
Hiroshima in huge super-dirigibles equipped with planes and tanks.
Realizing the potency of these weapons and their own potential doom,
the Americans began a series of back-channel negotiations with Hirohito
during which they acquiesced to his demands that he remain as Emperor
and that America open up their markets to his country. This hidden
history includes the revelations that the Emperor's super-dirigibles were
the source of the Battle of Los Angeles in February of 1942 and the
infamous Roswell Crash of 1947. In an involved and labyrinthine tale that
involves hidden hordes of gold, cut-throat politics, hidden technology and
massive psychological manipulation of the masses, The Roswell
Deception delivers the long anticipated "Disclosure" that humanity has
been waiting for.
The New Sirian Revelations
- Patricia Cori 2017-12-05
In July 1996, during an extraordinary out-of-body journey through the
Milky Way and other galaxies, Patricia Cori was reconnected and attuned
to a group of interdimensional light beings that she and her many
readers came to know, through the first Sirian Revelations transmissions,
as The Sirian High Council. During her remarkable mission as their
Scribe, she has shared the insights of six-dimensional Sirian Light
Emissaries through the books and teachings that have transformed
readers over the past decades. Now, twenty years from the date of the
first transmission, Cori shares new revelations that affirm the veracity of
past prophecies and transmit new visions for the human race as we
ascend through the outer reaches of the fourth dimension into new levels
of conscious awareness and parallel realities as we prepare for our
imminent emergence. Called a "real-life Indiana Jones" by fans and
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readers around the world, Cori is one of the most well-known and
established authorities on multidimensional realities that challenge the
status quo. Her messages from distant realms empower readers to look
at the dark side, to understand it, but to focus on the light for all
humankind and the earth. In this new book, the Sirians once again hold
us to our responsibility as guardians of this planet, with sound direction
and advice for how to get through these shifting sands of our transition.
Their discussions delve into many of the most crucial issues of our time,
including the merging of human mind and artificial intelligence,
exoplanetary migration from the earth and what that means to planets
that will receive us, coming clean about cloning, the care and feeding of
the human being, and the slipping of time as we know it. As the struggle
between darkness and light is being fought at every level, Cori reminds
us to take comfort in the fact that the Sirian High Council foresaw and
told us how this time of immense upheaval would be the last phase of our
passage out of the darkness and into the light of far more illuminated
states of being.
The Secret Parchment- Radu Cinamar 2013-02-01
In 2003, when a mysterious ancient chamber was unearthed beneath the
Romanian Sphinx in the Bucegi Mountains, it became a state secret of
the highest level for Romania and their new partner, the United States,
whose advanced technology enabled the discovery to take place. The
primary custodial agency of this remarkable chamber full of holographic
technology is Department Zero, a secret service unit that answers only to
the Romanian president. Ever since, there has been a continuous and
persistent effort by certain Romanian and American factions to
undermine the authority of Department Zero in order to gain access to
and control this technology.The Secret Parchment — Five Tibetan
Initiation Techniques tells the story of the detailed political intrigues
behind this remarkable find and also how these matters have been
subject to intervention by superior spiritual forces, one of which
concerns the arranged discovery of an ancient Tibetan manuscript which
is revealed and explained in this book.After the ancient manuscript is
translated, a mysteri- ous antenna-like structure reveals itself as a result
radu-cinamar
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of melting ice near a secret American base in Antarctica. Acting as some
sort of cosmic buoy, it has an energy signature connecting both to
Jupiter's moon, Europa, and an area of Transylvania where the remains
of an ancient civilization were uncovered in 1990 amidst vast tunnels of
solid gold. Long ago classified as the top state secret of Romania, this
location becomes the center of intrigue in and around Department Zero.
Although not actually penetrating the underground area itself, Peter
Moon visits the general area and determines that this ancient civilization
is still very much alive and active.
Crystal Skulls - Jaap van Etten 2013-01-01
Crystal skulls invoke a sense of mystery. What was their role in ancient
times? Are they important for us in current times? Can they assist us on
our spiritual journey? How? Although much has been written about them,
many questions still linger. This book addresses many of these lingering
questions on practical, subtle-energy, and spiritual levels. This longawaited sequel to Crystal Skulls: Interacting with a Phenomenon weaves
practical information on crystal skulls with meditations to provide a
deeper understanding of the role of crystal skulls in expanding the
consciousness of individuals and humankind as a whole. Filled with
useful guidance for both beginners and those who have worked with
crystal skulls for long periods of time, Crystal Skulls: Expand Your
Consciousness addresses essential issues: what material crystal skulls
should be made from, what size to choose, how to clean them, and what
to do with them. The most important part of the book addresses
awakening the potential of a crystal skull. Learn about the energies of
these awakened crystal skulls and the effects they have on the spiritual
development of individuals and the collective consciousness of humanity.
This book invites you on a journey of awakening the potential of your
crystal skulls -- and consequently awakening yourself. Several
meditations are given to support this journey along with descriptions of
the known ancient and old crystal skulls, making this book a "must have"
for anyone interested in crystal skulls and in the journey of spiritual
development.
The Hopi Survival Kit - Thomas E. Mails 1997-07-01
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Now made public for the first time—an ancient Hopi spiritual guide that
may hold the key to our survival in the next millennium For nearly a
century the Elders of Hotevilla—a tiny village on a remote Hopi
reservation in Arizona—have been guarding the secrets and prophecies
of a thousand-year-old covenant that was created to ensure the wellbeing of the earth and its creatures. But the elders are dying, and there
is no one left to pass on its remarkable teachings. Renowned Native
American expert Thomas Mails was chosen by the last surviving elders to
reveal to the outside world the sacred Hopi prophecy and instructions at
precisely the time in history when they are most urgently needed. The
Hopi Survival Kit is the first full revelation of traditional Hopi prophecy.
Many of its predictions have already been realized, but the most
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shattering apocalyptic events are still to occur. And though this may be a
sobering realization, it is also our best defense. For the Hopi teachings
give detailed instructions for survival—our actions can alter the pace and
intensity of what will happen and help avoid a cataclysmic end.
The Srinian Experiment - George T. Valder 2021-12-09
Reading The Srinian Experiment, which is based on true events, you get
the feeling that it engages all your senses simultaneously, perhaps
reaching even farther. This book comprises ideas which will definitely
stay with you, prompting you to ask questions. The clear and concise
style helps the author turn his readers into traveling companions on an
amazing adventure.
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